SPECIFICATIONS
Number of effective pixels *1
Image sensor
Storage media
Lens
focal length
full-aperture
constitution
Digital zoom

Aperture
Focus distance
(from lens surface)

Sensitivity
Image Stabilizer
LCD monitor
Movie recording
Power supply
Dimensions
Weight
Accessories included

16.0 million pixels
1/2-inch EXR CMOS with primary color filter
Internal memory (approx. 62MB) SD/SDHC/SDXC(UHS-I) memory card *2
Fujinon 5x optical zoom lens
f=5.0 - 25.0 mm, equivalent to 28 - 140 mm on a 35 mm camera
F3.9 (Wide) - F4.9 (Telephoto)
11 groups 13 lenses
EXR Auto mode : Intelligent digital zoom approx. 2x
(with 5x optical zoom, up to approx. 10x)
Other than EXR Auto mode : Intelligent digital zoom approx. 2.64x
(with 5x optical zoom, up to approx. 13.2x)
F3.9/F6.2(Wide）F4.9/F8 (Telephoto)
[Normal]
Wide : Approx. 60 cm to infinity/2 ft. to infinity
Telephoto : Approx. 1.0 m to infinity/3.3 ft. to infinity
[Macro]
Wide : Approx. 9 cm - 80 cm / 3.5 in. - 2.6 ft.
Telephoto : Approx. 20 cm - 80 cm / 0.6 ft.- 2.6 ft.
Auto, Equivalent to ISO 100/200/400/800/1600/3200/6400* (Standard Output Sensitivity)
*ISO 6400 is effective in image size M or S.
CMOS shift type
3.5-inch wide, approx. 460,000 dots, TFT Color LCD monitor, Touch,
approx. 100% coverage, aspect ratio 16:9
1920 x 1080 pixels/1280 x 720 pixels/640 x 480 pixels (30 frames/sec.) with stereo sound.
Zoom function can be used.
Li-ion battery NP-45A (included)
102.1 (W) x 59.7 (H) x 18.3 (D) mm / 4.0 (W) x 2.3 (H) x 0.7 (D) in. (excluding projections)

One Tap to Reach You

Approx. 157 g/5.5 oz. (including battery and memory card)
Li-ion battery NP-45A, Battery charger BC-45C, Plug adapter, USB cable, Hand strap, CD-ROM,
Owner's manual

*1: Number of effective pixels: The number of pixels on the image sensor which receive input light through the optical lens, and
which are effectively reflected in the final output data of the still image.
*2: Please see the Fujifilm website to check memory card compatibility.
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Fujinon 5x Optical Zoom

3.5-inch Touch Screen

103 Shooting Patterns Always
Ensure the Perfect Shot
The new EXR AUTO with Motion Detection instantly
identifies a diverse range of 103 Shooting Patterns to
automatically optimize all camera settings.

FUJINON 5x Optical Zoom Lens

*When shooting at ISO3200.

Pluss 10x Intellig
Intelligent Digital Zoom

5x optical zoom, along with 2x digital zoom, realizes a 10x Intelligent Digital Zoom, sharpening the subject
edges to create shots with natural-looking clarity and crisp details throughout the digital zoom range.
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Intelligent Digital Zoom
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Highlighting Your Attraction and Charm
In-camera editing functions artfully bring more life to photos with distinctive
ambiances. For instance, Face Retouch enhances the attraction and charm of
faces by enlarging eyes and brightening or smoothing skin tones.

So Easy to Snap Fabulous
us
Self Portraits!
Use the Frame Assist Mirror near the camera
ra lens to
snap brilliant self portrait or couple shots. The mirror
helps you to precisely center faces in the photo.
hoto.

Wireless Image Transfer
Just one tap lets you send
d photos to smartphones/tablets with Fujifilm’s unique
interface* anytime, anywhere. Now you can share your photos easily on SNSs,
such as Facebook™ and Flickr™.

Just one tap!

iPhone™ / Android™ phone

A Collection of Colors
to Match Your Style
Choose from pink, champagne gold, jade and
white to distinguish your style.

iPad™ / Android™ tablet
* The dedicated application will be available at App Store and Android Market.

